
INTRODUCING

More than just « fine paint, DECRATONES in the skill of modern methods, colors chosen by professionals, 

and the assurance of the finest, the most satisfying results in decorating:. 

DECRATONES means extra value.

Put new color in your life with 
DECRATONES Vyncryl Plastic Interior 
Wall Paint. Sixteen decorator-selected colors 
await your choice in the paint that 
professional painters prefer for its ease 
of application, long life, eveness of finish. 
Paint soon . . . your only regret will be 
that you didn't do it sooner! 
Applied with roller, brush or spray, 
drys in a few hours, no solvent odor. 
Tools and hands clean up with water.

VYNCRYL VINYL 

PLASTIC FINISH

TAKE A TIP FROM TOM SAWYER

It's easy and fast with Vyncryl Plastic Stucco Paint.
This new paint will not fade, chip or peel
when applied over clean masonry or stucco surfaces*
Sixteen colors to choose from and you can
apply them with roller, brush or spray.

VYNCRYL PLASTIC 
STUCCO PAINT
"Don't take chnnces on peeling,
call OS 6-6024 for free inspection, and instruction

Porch need a new coat to perk it up 7 
Patio ready for entertaining? 
Could the whole house use a re-paint? Do It 
right, light away, with DECRATONES 
Alkyd House and Trim Paint. Professional 
painters prefer it for the easy way it . 
goes on, the long time it lasts. In your 
choice of colors. The very finest 
exterior gloss finish yet developed.

ALKYD HOUSE AND TRIM $5.79 Gal.

9' x 12' Paper Drop Cloth
With purchase of one or more 
gallons of any interior paint. 
LIMIT One to a customer.

Outdoor Painting 
for Outdoor Living

Bring out the true natural 
beauty of redwood fence, 
the lawn furniture.

Merrell's 

Siliconlzed 

Redwood Restorer 

$3.98 Gal.

DON'T 

FORGET

THESE: "
«

The right tools do the best
job, and we have everything 
you'll need to make your 
decorating faster and easier. 
A big jumbo stucco roller, 
complete with extension 
handle, will cost only $2.98 
Rollers   Brushes 
Pails   Ladders

COLORFUL LIFE
Why not put a professional glossy finish
on those chairs, tables or chests?
They'll add a wonderful touch of color when you do.
And you can do it in minutes.
SPRAY CANS
Fresh Stock Large 16 oz. Enamel All Colors only .98

PROBLEMS?

Don't lot a .simple problem spoil the fun of "doing-it-yourself."
Our staff is ready with expert advice to help you solve painting and decorating problems.
Call OS 6-602-1 for this free and friendly DECRATONES service.

MERRELL'S
380 NORTH HAWTHORNE BLVD.
In the Downtown Hawthorne SHOITINC CKNTUH.

Phone: OS 6-6024 or OR 8-2863


